ELL MODIFICATIONS TEMPLATE
Date: 1/6/14 to 1/10/14 Subject: Language Arts
Content/Language Objectives:
Students will retell stories by explaining to a partner using sentence frames and sequence
words. Students will write a narrative story to recount events in order using a graphic
organizer.
Students will be able to _______________________________________ (content)
By ________________________(Language domain and Language function ) using
___________________ (specific form)

Unit/Theme:

5/ Predicting and Inferring reading between the lines

Standards:
W2.3 Write narratives, recount events, include
details, use temporal words; RL2.2 recount stories;
L2.1-2 demonstrate command of English grammar

TEACHER: MECHANICS & DELIVERY/ STUDENT: OUTPUT
Language Levels:
☐Entering (1.0‐1.9)
☐Emerging (2.0‐2.9)
☐Developing (3.0‐3.9)
☐Expanding (4.0‐4.9)

Language Skill:
☐Listening
☐Reading
☐Speaking
☐Writing
☐All

Scaffolding:
☐Modeling
☐Guided
☐Independent
☐Combined

Supports:
(Specify through
activities/strategies)
☐Sensory
☐Graphic
☐Interactive

Practice/Application:
☐ Hands‐On
☐ visual
☐Adapted content
☐Focus on Language
☐Productive Talk

Assessment:
☐Individual
☐Group
☐Written
☐Oral

Lesson Overview
Strategies
Level/Student(s)
Beginning:

Elijah

Emerging:
Elyan
Tina
Keidy
Adrian
Gabriel
Yahir
Arly

Developing:

Expanding:

Activities

(refer to can‐do’s/ELD standards)

Key terms, words, or language
structures

Independent: recount story with comic
strip sequencing using drawings.
guided: use story illustrations and
assist student in organizing the events
using temporal words that match the
pictures.
guided/independent: have student
create story using story backgrounds
and stamps. Dictate story and then
have student copy on his own paper.

-graphic organizers
-visuals
-describe parts of a story
-point to and tell about
events

first, next, last, in the end,
at the beginning, then

Modeled: demonstrate how to use a
graphic organizer to recount stories.
Guided: assist students in creating a
working list of temporal words and
descriptive words that can be used in
stories.
small group: students work together to
fill-in information on a GO to recount the
story.
Independent: students complete sentence
starters to recount their stories.

-create word lists
-graphic organizers
-small group
-retell stories with a partner include
main events and characters
-describe parts of a story events,
characters, and setting

temporal words,
At the beginning of the story___.
next
then
last
finally
In the end...

